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Abstract

In DSP based IQ modulators generating CPFSK signals, departures from a

flat-magnitude, linear phase frequency response in the pass bands of analogue
reconstruction filters in the I and Q channels cause ripples in the modulator output signal
envelope. These ripples then produce undesirable side-lobes in the output signal spectrum
when the signal passes through non-linear elements in the transmission path.
In this paper, we present a new technique of designing digital FIR pre-compensation filters
in IQ modulators. These FIR filters are found by minimizing the mean square error (MSE)
between the desired channel response and the response from the low-pass analogue
reconstruction filter. This technique does not require the estimation of the I and Q channel
analogue reconstruction filter impulse responses. Furthermore, we propose a time-domain
approach based on decimation and interpolation to overcome the problem of ill-conditioned
matrix and to reduce the computational load of the long FIR filters placed on the DSP.
These techniques have shown to be effective in improving the modulator performance by
achieving substantial reduction on the output envelope ripples.
Key Words, Digital compensation, IQ modulator, Decimation, Interpolation

1.

Introduction
In-phase/Quadrature (IQ) modulation is a versatile and widely used technique in
transceiver architecture, due to its flexibility in generating a wide variety of amplitude,
phase or frequency modulated signals. A flexible approach to the implementation of a
radio transmitter is to synthesize the base-band (low frequency) I and Q signals digitally
using a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), followed by a digital-to-analogue (D/A)
converter section and analogue vector modulator to directly up-convert the base-band
signals to the radio frequency (RF) for transmission. This configuration is shown in Fig.
1.
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Fig. 1 Radio transmitter architecture incorporating digital IQ modulation
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Fig. 2. IQ modulator and digital pre-compensation structure.

This approach can be limited, however, by the two analogue reconstruction filters
labelled LPF1 and LPF2 in Fig. 1. Ideally, the two analogue filters should have identical
low-pass frequency response characteristics with flat magnitude and linear phase. In
practice, the transfer characteristics of practical reconstruction filters and errors in their
implementation result in the pass-band characteristics departing from constant magnitude
and linear phase. Furthermore, implementation errors also result in a mismatch between
the I and Q channel reconstruction filter frequency response. In the case of Continuous
Phase Frequency Shift Keying (CPFSK) signals, this results in the loss of the desired
constant envelope property of the output signal and thus, causing significant degradation
of the performance of the transmitter system when the signal passes through the
nonlinear RF power amplifier [1].
Recently, several techniques have been developed to compensate for the imperfections
in the analogue subsystems of quadrature modulators and demodulators [2]-[7]. The
approach in [2] centers on the introduction of two Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters
into the IQ modulator structure as shown in Fig. 2 to pre-compensate for both
imbalances in the analogue reconstruction filters’ frequency responses as well as
departures from constant magnitude, linear phase in the pass-band of each reconstruction
filter. These FIR filters are derived from least-squares (LS) technique. An alternative
solution is presented in [7] using state-space approach. These approaches involve two
steps:
1. Estimation of the I and Q channel reconstruction filters’ impulse responses using
Pseudo Random Binary Noise (PRBN) test signal.
2. Computation of the optimum FIR filter tap-weights using estimated I and Q channel
analogue filters’ impulse responses.
In [6], a digital compensation scheme using IIR (Infinite Impulse Response)
pre-compensation filters was proposed. These IIR filters are designed using an indirect
approach, by performing model reduction on the FIR filters in [2]. Although these
techniques have shown to be effective in improving modulator performance, they result
in filters that have a large number of coefficients and hence, are computationally
demanding to implement on the DSP. Furthermore, the solution matrix to a LS
optimization problem is often ill-conditioned and must first be regularized before the
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solution vector is computed in order to be successful in practical applications. Lee et al
[4] presented some encouraging results of an investigation into reducing the
computational burden placed on the DSP by changing the delay/tap spacing of the FIR
pre-compensation filters.
In this paper, we propose a new technique of designing the FIR pre-compensation
filters. It is a one-step approach, where the compensation filters tap-weights are
determined without having to estimate the impulse responses of the I and Q channel
reconstruction filters. In the presented algorithm, the FIR filters are found by minimizing
the MSE of the desired channel response and the output response of the analogue
reconstruction filter. To overcome the problem of computational efficiency and
numerical instability due to ill-conditioned matrix, we present an effective approach
based on sampling rate reduction and sampling rate increase to compute the FIR
pre-compensation filters. Hereafter, we will generally refer to these processes as
decimation and interpolation respectively. In this approach, the output data is first
decimated, then the MSE estimate of the decimated FIR filters’ impulse response is
calculated from these decimated data, and finally the filters’ impulse response is
interpolated to reconstruct the original impulse response of high sampling rate. It is
found that this approach, not only improves the condition number of the solution matrix
and computational efficiency of the FIR pre-compensation filters, but also reduces the
output envelope ripples significantly.
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Fig. 3 (a) Block diagram of the decimation operations and (b) frequency response interpretation.
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In the next section, we review some of the basic principles of decimation and
interpolation established in signal processing theory. In Section 3, we introduce the
digital compensation technique through a problem formulation and show the necessary
steps for calculating the FIR pre-compensation filters by minimizing the MSE of the
error signal. In Section 4, we present the new approach of calculating the FIR
pre-compensation filters based on decimation and interpolation. In Section 5, we present
some simulation results to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section 6.
2.

Preliminary Review of the Decimation and Interpolation Processes
The process of lowering the sampling rate of a signal is called decimation, while the
process of increasing the sampling rate is called interpolation [9]. The use of sampling
rate reduction and sampling rate increase in signal processing applications have been
examined from several viewpoints [10],[11],[12]. In [10], an efficient approach is
presented to improve the MSE of the LS estimate of an impulse response based on
decimation and interpolation in system identification. Crooke and Craig [11] have shown
that for band limiting applications, computational efficiencies can be gained by sampling
rate reduction. In this section, we will introduce some of the fundamental concepts of
decimation and interpolation in the context of digital signal processing as discussed in
[9].
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The process of decimating a signal x(n) by an integer factor D is shown in Fig. 3. The
original sampling rate is denoted as Fr and the new sampling rate is then Fr/D. To avoid
aliasing at the lower sampling rate, Fr/D, it is necessary to filter the signal x(n) with a
low-pass filter giving the signal w(n). The sampling rate reduction is then achieved by
forming a new sequence y(n) by extracting every Dth sample of w(n). A block diagram of
these processes is given in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) shows typical spectra (magnitude of
Discrete Fourier transforms) of the signals x(n), w(n) and y(n).
The process of interpolating a signal x(n) by an integer ratio L is depicted in Fig. 4. In
this case, the sampling rate of a signal x(n) is increased by a factor L by inserting L-1
zero-valued samples between each sample of x(n). This creates a signal w(n) (with
sampling rate LFr) whose frequency components are periodic with period equal to the
original sampling frequency Fr as shown in Fig. 4(b). To eliminate these periodic
components and retain only the base-band frequencies, it is necessary to filter the signal
w(n) with an appropriate low-pass filter. The resulting signal y(n) with sampling rate LFr
is then the desired interpolated signals. The interpolation processes together with the
corresponding frequency response interpretations are shown in Fig. 4.
3.

Digital Pre-compensation
The digital compensation scheme discussed in this section is similar to that in [2] of
which the structure is shown in Fig. 2. The two sets of FIR filters in Fig. 2 are chosen
such that the overall discrete-time channel response (from the FIR filter input to the
output of the analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter) has a transfer function that matches a
desired response. This optimization structure is shown in Fig. 5 where the lower branch
represents the one channel (I or Q) from the input to the FIR pre-compensation filter to
the output of the A/D converter.
D(z) is the nominal desired response transfer function (i.e. the response that the I or Q
channels are required to have) and H(z) is the equivalent discrete-time transfer function
of the D/A converter, analogue low-pass filter and A/D converter in cascade. In this
particular application, D(z) is chosen to have the same magnitude characteristic as the
nominal response of the analogue reconstruction filter but is constrained to have linear
phase. Let D(z) and H(z) be mth order FIR filters and suppose the FIR pre-compensation
filter has coefficients w(l) = [w(0), w(1),…, w(N-1)]T, then the output yd(n) and y(n) are
defined by the following
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Fig. 5. I or Q channel optimization structure.
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m

yd ( n ) = ∑ d ( k ) x ( n − k )

(1)

k =0

y(n) =

⎡

⎤

N + m −1 N −1

∑ ⎢⎣∑ w(l )h(k − l )⎦⎥x(n − k )
k =0

(2)

l =0

where d(n) is the desired channel impulse response, and h(n) is the discrete-time
equivalent impulse response of the D/A, low-pass filter and A/D converter. We define the
cost function for the above optimization problem as
J = E {e 2 ( n ) } = E

{[ y

(n ) − y (n )]

2

d

}

2
N + m −1 N −1
⎧⎪ ⎡ m
⎤ ⎫⎪
⎡
⎤
= E ⎨ ⎢ ∑ d ( k ) x ( n − k ) − ∑ ⎢ ∑ w (l ) h ( k − l ) ⎥ x ( n − k ) ⎥ ⎬
k =0 ⎣ l =0
⎦
⎦ ⎭⎪
⎪⎩ ⎣ k = 0

(3)

Then the coefficients w(l) that minimizes the MSE in (3) can be found by setting the
partial derivatives of J with respect to w(l) equal to zero, as follows

⎡N−1
⎤
∂J
⎪⎧
⎪⎫
= E ⎨−2yd (n) yh (n − l) + 2 ⎢∑w( j) yh (n − j)⎥ yh (n − l)⎬ = 0 ;
∂w(l)
⎪⎩
⎪⎭
⎣ j=0
⎦
l = 0, 1, …, N-1

(4)

where
m

yh ( n) = ∑ h ( k ) x ( n − k )

(5)

k =0

or equivalently,
N −1

∑w( j)E{ y (n − j) y (n −l)} = E{ y (n) y (n −l)} ;
j =0

h

h

d

h

l = 0, 1,…, N-1

(6)

In order to simplify (6) notationally, define

ry ( j, l ) = E { yh (n − j ) yh (n − l )}

(7)

and

rdh (l ) = E { yd (n) yh (n − l )}

(8)

which are the sample autocorrelation and cross-correlation sequences respectively. It can
be shown that each term in (7) depends only on the difference between the indices j and l
(See [8], Chapter 4). Consequently, we define ry(|j - l|) to replace ry(j, l)
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(9)

Then the system of linear equations in (6), when expressed in matrix form, becomes

ry (1)
L ry ( N − 1) ⎤ ⎡ w(0) ⎤ ⎡ rdh (0) ⎤
⎡ ry (0)
⎢ r (1)
ry (0)
L ry ( N − 2) ⎥⎥ ⎢ w(1) ⎥ ⎢ rdh (1) ⎥
⎢ y
⎥
⎢
⎥=⎢
⎢
⎥⎢
M
M
M
⎥
⎥ ⎢
M
M
⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎢
ry (0) ⎦⎥ ⎣ w( N − 1) ⎦ ⎣⎢ rdh ( N − 1) ⎦⎥
⎣⎢ ry ( N − 1) ry ( N − 2) L

(10)

or

R y w = rdh 1

(11)

where Ry is the N x N Hermitian matrix of autocorrelations, w is the vector of
compensation filter coefficients, and rdh is the column vector of cross-correlations
between yd(n) and yh(n)

rdh = [ rdh (0) rdh (1) L rdh ( N − 1) ]

T

(12)

If Ry is nonsingular then the coefficients w(l) that minimize J are
−1

w = R y rdh

(13)

The above algorithm requires the measurement of yh(n) to calculate the coefficients of
the FIR pre-compensation filters. This can be done by setting w(l) to be a single pulse of
length N as follows

⎧1 ; l = 0
w(l ) = ⎨
⎩0 ; l = 1, 2,..., N − 1

(14)

so that yh(n) is in the form of (5). We will now summarize the preceding results in the
following algorithm:
Algorithm 1: Computation of FIR pre-compensation filter.
(i) Measure the output sequence yd(n) and yh(n) by passing the input x(n) through
filter D(z) and H(z) with w(l) initially set as in (14). In this paper, we consider
white noise sequence as input x(n).
(ii) Form Ry and rdh for I and Q channel using time averages.
(iii) Compute the coefficients of the FIR pre-compensation filters in each channel
using (13).
1

Solving (11) requires that the autocorrelation ry(|j-l|) and the cross-correlation rdh(l) be known.
Since these ensemble averages are unknown, time averages are used to estimate these ensemble
averages (See [8], Chapter 4).
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4.

Design based on Decimation and Interpolation
In this section, we present an efficient approach of calculating the digital FIR
pre-compensation filters using the concepts of signal decimation and interpolation
developed in Section 2. In Section 3, it is shown that the optimum FIR filters can be
found by solving (13), which is a function of the auto-correlation and cross-correlation
sequence. Therefore, it is possible to apply signal decimation and interpolation in this
context to design FIR filters with fewer coefficients in order to increase the
computational efficiency of the digital compensation scheme.

The proposed algorithm consists of three steps: the first step is the decimation of the
data, the second step is the calculation of the FIR pre-compensation filters’ coefficients
using the decimated input/output data, and the third step is the recovery of the original
FIR filters impulse response of high sampling rate by interpolation. In the first step, for
reducing the sampling rate of the output signals yd(n) and yh(n) by D, the signals are only
saved at every D instant in time2. The decimated output sequence is denoted by y’d(D)
and y’h(D), i.e. y’d(D)=[yd(0), yd(D), yd(2D),…]T and y’h(D)=[yh(0), yh(D), yh(2D),…]T
respectively. From (6), the system of linear equations becomes
N
⎢⎡

⎥⎤ − 1

∑
D

j=0

w ( D j ) ry ( D j − l

)=

rd h ( D l )

l = 0, 1, …, ⎡N/D⎤-1

(15)

where ⎡N/D⎤ denotes the smallest integer greater or equal to N/D. Denote K as ⎡N/D⎤,
then in matrix form, (15) can be expressed as

ry (D)
L ry (D(K −1)) ⎤ ⎡ w(0) ⎤ ⎡ rdh (0) ⎤
⎡ ry (0)
⎢ r (D)
ry (0)
L ry (D(K − 2))⎥⎥ ⎢ w(D) ⎥ ⎢ rdh (D) ⎥
⎢ y
⎥ (16)
⎢
⎥ =⎢
⎢
⎥⎢
M
M
M
⎥
⎥ ⎢
M
M
⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎢
ry (0) ⎥⎦ ⎣w(D(K −1))⎦ ⎢⎣rdh (D(K −1))⎥⎦
⎢⎣ry (D(K −1)) ry (D(K − 2)) L
or

R y ( D ) w ( D ) = rdh ( D )

(17)

where Ry(D) is the K x K autocorrelation matrix calculated using the decimated data,
w(D) = [w(0), w(D), ….w(D(K-1))]T and rdh(D) = [rdh(0), rdh(D), …, rdh(D(K-1))]T. Note
that in the case of D = 1, (15) corresponds to the ordinary system of linear equations in
(6).
The second step is to calculate the FIR filter coefficients from the decimated data by:
2

In the decimation process, the signals are usually filtered through a low-pass filter in order to
avoid aliasing. However, in this case, this step is not required since both yd(n) and yh(n) are signals
passing through D(z) and H(z) that have low-pass characteristics. H(z) is the equivalent
discrete-time low-pass filter and D(z) is the desired response which is chosen to have the same
magnitude characteristic as the analog low-pass filter (See Section III).
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(18)

The FIR filter’s impulse response, w(D) in (18) is evaluated only at every Dth sampling
instant. Therefore, it is necessary to increase the sampling rate by an integer factor D by
inserting D-1 zero-value samples of impulse response between the decimated sampling
instant [9] as follows:

w% = [ w(0), 0,..., 0, w( D ), 0,..., 0,..., w( D ( K − 1)), 0,..., 0] ≡ [{w% k }] (19)
T

D-1

D-1

D-1

This is followed by the filtering with low-pass filter to eliminate the images produced
by the interpolation process. Since the FIR filter is followed by a low-pass filter in the
modulator, the resulting output signal is the desired interpolated signal with the original
high sampling rate.
In this approach, the order of the compensation filter is preserved, i.e. the FIR filter is
still of Nth order. This approach results in significant savings in computation since the
FIR filter impulse response samples between the sampling instant D are zero. In addition,
the condition number of the Ry matrix is also greatly improved because the Euclidean
distance between the adjacent vectors in forming Ry(D) is increased.
5. Simulation Studies
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this digital compensation technique, we present the
results of MATLAB simulation studies centered on a single channel of an ERMES
modulation format transmitter, which generates a 4-level pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM)/CPFSK output signal. The modulator has the basic structure shown in Fig. 2. The
two low-pass reconstruction filters LPF1 and LPF2 have a nominal 6th order Butterworth
characteristics, implemented using three Sallen & Key second order sections with
component tolerances of 5% for resistors and 10% for capacitors. The sampling
frequency is 200 kHz [13]. The optimum delay parameter, τo in the desired channel
response is solved numerically [2] and for this example, is found to be 150 µs.

Fig. 6 shows the envelope functions obtained for the system with and without
pre-compensation. These envelope signals were generated using a random sequence of
4000 inputs symbols (4-PAM/CPFSK) to the CPFSK modulator while the FIR
compensation filters are found using the algorithm in Section 3.
Table 1. RMS envelope ripple for different FIR filter lengths.
FIR filter length

RMS envelope ripple

Ripple reduction factor

50-tap

0.034 mV

92

30-tap

0.068 mV

46

20-tap

0.219 mV

14

Uncompensated

3.158 mV

-
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Fig. 6. Vector modulator output envelope functions
upper plot: without pre-compensation
lower plot: with pre-compensation (50-tap FIR filter)
Table 2. RMS envelope ripple using method of [2]
FIR filter length

RMS envelope ripple

Ripple reduction factor

50-tap

0.036 mV

87

30-tap

0.174 mV

18

20-tap

0.508 mV

6

Uncompensated

3.158 mV

-

The RMS values of the envelope ripple using different filter tap lengths are given in
Table 1. Also shown for reference is the RMS value of the envelope ripple for the
uncompensated system. From Table 1 and the envelope function plot, it can be seen that
the FIR filters obtained via the new technique can effectively reduce the output envelope
ripple. An identical computer simulation is carried out using the method proposed in [2]
and the results are recorded in Table 2. From Table 1 and 2, it can be seen that the new
technique gives better results in terms of ripple reduction factor for all filter lengths
considered.
Table 3 gives the results obtained by performing algorithm outlined in Section 4 for
various D values. Please note that the system with D = 1 corresponds to ordinary system
that does not involve signal decimation and interpolation. In Table 3, it is shown that the
condition number improves by a factor of 103 for every increment in D up to D = 3. This
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provides a solution that is less sensitive to numerical errors and therefore avoiding the
need to discard eigenvalues in a regularization process as in [2].
Table 3. Summary of RMS values of output envelope ripples.
Delay/tap, D

Taps

Ripple reduction

Condition No.

factor

of Ry matrix

RMS ripple (mV)

1

50

0.034

92

~ 107

2

25

0.026

118

~ 104

3

17

0.094

33

~ 101

4

13

0.315

10

~ 100

Table 4. Summary of RMS values of output envelope ripples using method of [4].
Delay/tap

Taps

RMS ripple (mV)

Ripple reduction factor

2

25

0.028

114

3

17

0.086

37

4

13

1.022

3

In terms of computational efficiency, the new FIR filters offers great computational
savings since the filters’ coefficient are only nonzero for every D sampling time instant
and therefore reducing the effective number of multiplication and addition operations
required per output sample. Furthermore, the size of the Ry matrix is reduced by
approximately a factor of D and thus less computation is required in calculating the
matrix inverse.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. Output envelope ripples for various D values (a) D = 1, (b) D = 2, (c) D = 3 and
(d) D = 4 (on expanded scale).
Fig. 7 shows the output envelope ripples of the IQ modulator on expanded scale for
various D values. From Table 3 and visual inspection of the plots, the best result is
obtained when D = 2. Table 4 shows the results obtained using the approach outlined in
[4]. From Table 3 and 4, we can see that the new technique presented in Section IV
performs slightly better than the method of [4] in all cases except for D = 3. All the
above simulations are carried out using the same delay parameter, τo of 150 µs.
6.

Conclusions
A new technique of designing the FIR pre-compensation filters is presented.
Simulation results presented in Section 5 show that substantial reduction of the output
envelope ripples can be achieved using the proposed technique. The major advantage of
this technique is that it does not require the extensive numerical estimation of the
impulse response of the analog reconstruction filters. It is a one step approach in
calculating the I and Q channel optimum pre-compensation filter.

Since the pass-band of the analogue low-pass filter response to be compensated only
occupies a small band of frequency, it is possible to extend the theory of signal
decimation and interpolation in this application to reduce the number of non-zero filter
coefficients required to achieve the same level of compensation. This time-domain
approach based on decimation and interpolation offers an efficient solution to the
computational load and ill-conditioned issues encountered by FIR filters in digital
compensation scheme. Furthermore, this time-domain formulation also provides a neat
solution which is easy to compute in MATLAB. However, further investigation into this
approach is required and will be the subject of on-going research.
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